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Kick back with your
relaxing weekend read

‘YOU WERE
BASKING IN A GLOW
FROM HIM. PEOPLE
ALWAYS LOVED TO
SEE HIM’
The Big Read
Frances Crowley talks to
David Jennings about her
late husband Pat Smullen

T

HERE is a warmth to Frances
Crowley, a glow which instantly
makes you feel comfortable in her
company. “Coffee?” “I can do you a
cappuccino, if you like?” The prechat jitters dissolved before any foam touches
the lips as we shoot the breeze in the kitchen of
her fabulous County Offaly home along with
Fiona Craig of Moyglare Stud who has come to
visit for a few days.
The jitters, of course, are due to Crowley
losing her soulmate last September but, as we

PATRICK McCANN (RACINGPOST.COM/PHOTOS)
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move outside to the patio and bask in glorious
late-June sunshine, it doesn’t take long to realise
that talking about that soulmate is something
she loves doing. She’s measured and
contemplative as she relives some memories
with me, not angry or resentful, even if she has
every reason to be.
Pat Smullen was taken from her far too early,
aged just 43, but she is not at war with the world
or cursing the hand she has been dealt. “That
would be a waste of energy, wouldn’t it?” she
counters. “We feel he’s here. That’s been a big
help. We feel a lot of peace. The minute he died,
that’s the feeling we all got.
“This is very obscure and you might think I’m
crazy, but the night Pat died we came home
from the hospital and Sarah [their daughter]
was sleeping in my bed with me, fluttering
above the bed were two butterflies, just circling
above the bed. I knew I wasn’t going to be able
to sleep with them fluttering around so I got
them out.
“Then Sarah called me another morning
to tell me a butterfly had landed on her hand.
We laid Pat out in what we call the good room
in our house. There were two butterflies
coming into the room and flying around the
whole time. I eventually said to one of my
sisters, ‘what is it with all these butterflies?’ She
told me the butterfly is a symbol for the soul.
And, when you google it, every culture,
Aztec, old Irish, every culture, the butterfly is a
symbol for the soul and resurrection. I could

‘WE FEEL A LOT OF
PEACE. THE MINUTE
HE DIED, THAT’S
THE FEELING WE
ALL GOT’
tell you a million stories, I really could.
“The day before Christmas Eve, I remember
dreading the thought of having to get all the
presents out on my own. We used to hide the
presents in Pat’s sauna – a dark, pokey little
place. Now, it’s not that Pat would ever help me
with the wrapping or the sourcing of any
presents ever, but he did used to help me carry
them over every Christmas Eve. That evening, I
went to put something I had wrapped on the
pile and there on the floor was a butterfly. That
was two days before Christmas.”

I

T IS five years since Smullen won his
second Irish Derby. It proved to be his
final Group 1 win, something you would
have laughed at had you been told it at
the time. Harzand was hardy, and
bravely fended off Idaho to complete the
coveted Epsom-Irish Derby double. It was
vintage Pat; always in the right place at the
right time and strong in the finish.
“That really was a great day,” recalls Frances.
“He had won at Epsom and obviously the
expectation was there that he might win again. I
remember the Community Games were on in
Tullamore the same day. Of course I had to go
over there with the kids first, so we waved
goodbye to Pat and off he went. We had some
terrific days at the Curragh. We really had.
“Sarah was almost called Polly, you know? We
were only in the house one week and Pat was
heading over to the Curragh. He was all in his
suit ready to go and I said ‘best of luck now, Pat,
I’m heading to the hospital.’ I knew it was
kicking off and I had to go. His brother brought
me up and I had Sarah that evening. Pat won
the Pretty Polly that day on Chinese White and
made it up to me about half an hour before the
birth. I always joke with Sarah and tell her she
was nearly named Polly!
“The year Grey Swallow won, Hannah was
just a baby. I remember running down the track

Frances Crowley with Pat Smullen and their
daughter Hannah at the Curragh in 2008; (top
right) Smullen lands the 2016 Epsom Derby on
Harzand; (bottom right) Crowley with Saoire
after the ﬁlly’s Irish 1,000 Guineas victory in
2005, the ﬁrst winner of an Irish Classic to be
trained by a woman

carrying her in my arms. I just wanted to get to
him to say ‘well done’ but the thing is I never
got near him. I would never elbow my way into
a situation like that or anything, I was just
hoping he’d catch a glimpse of us.
“Looking back on it now, those years were all
a bit of a blur. You wish you could have savoured
things a bit more. But you know, if you have
small children you know what it’s like. Every day
just rolls into the next.”
Those children are growing up fast. Sarah
turned 11 yesterday, Paddy is 14 and Hannah is
now 18. She has just sat her Leaving Cert and is
about to leave for a driving lesson [she passed

her test the following day]. Just before she does,
I ask her to describe her mother in four words.
“Resilient. Easy-going. Focused. Driven,” she
says, before joking: “Well, she’s sitting beside us
here so my hands are kind of tied!”
“I didn’t hear ‘good mother’ in there
anywhere?” laughs Frances.

T

HE good mother part is a given;
Hannah knows that. Frances was
also a good trainer, a very good one.
So good that at the age of just 32 she
became the first woman to train an
Irish Classic winner when Saoire won the Irish
1,000 Guineas in 2005.
“Was it a big decision [to stop training]? I
suppose it was,” she says. “I was thinking about
it for a few years and it was kind of a relief then
when I did. It was just too much on the two of
us. Pat really needed somebody behind him.
Pat always said that if he had been just a
middle-of-the-road jockey we could have made
a go of training together.
“But it’s very difficult to do something like

that on your own. Pat had to take himself out of
it because the stress of both was too much. He
had to concentrate on his own thing. Training
was a tough thing to do on your own because if
there were problems I would never tell Pat. He
used to really let things get in on him, especially
if something got injured.
“People asked me did I miss the buzz of it, but
sure I was getting the buzz from Pat. I used to
enjoy Pat winning a big race because you could
really enjoy that with him. I think I was a help to
him too.
“Even a top jockey doubts himself. Should I
have done this or should I have done that? I’d
try to be honest with him but I always had it in
the back of my mind that confidence is such a
big thing with jockeys. I understood that. It was
really important for him to know that even if
something went wrong that there was probably
a reason for it. I would be good to read a race
and we used to read a race very similarly. Like if
we were watching a race together we would
almost turn to each other at the same time and
say the same thing.”
Frances was incredibly proud of Pat.
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starting to become ineffective. We were looking
towards the next thing, a new combination, and
of course we were hopeful that it would work.
“There was that period of time when he was
really well and the weather was lovely and we
couldn’t go anywhere. We were stuck here. The
kids didn’t have school either so we were all
here and it was absolutely lovely.”
She continues: “Pat was a bit unlucky in some
ways. He could have had it caught a bit earlier
which would have made all the difference. All
the money he raised for Cancer Trials Ireland
was amazing. The race at the Curragh was
amazing, it was very emotional. I remember the
second they passed the post in the race I
just burst into tears. There was such goodwill for
it.
“They are putting a lot of money into trials.
There are things being explored the whole time.
Genetics is going to be a huge thing in
treatment. The genetic make-up of your cancer
is the way they’re going to look at it. You may
have pancreatic cancer but they will take a
biopsy and look at the whole genetic make-up
of the cancer. It may be a little pathway they will
look at and be treating in future.
“I think people who are diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer can’t just think it’s a death
sentence. It used to be, but it’s not anymore.”

I

“You were basking in a glow from him. People
always loved to see him. He was a really
eloquent speaker too. Any time he got up to say
something he would never have anything
written down. He would have just thought about
what he was going to say.
“For instance, at the Cartier awards I
remember all these educated people, some of
them maybe even educated at Eton, saying a
few words that they had written down. A few
sentences were all they had to say but they had
them written down. Pat, who left school at 14,
got up and spoke for what must have been a few
minutes, but had nothing written down. He had
it all prepared in his head. He would have
known what he wanted to say.”
Pat was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in
March 2018.
“You don’t know how you’re going to cope
with something until it happens. I remember
when John Shortt was sick, I used to look at his
wife and wonder how she got up in the
morning. How are they so positive? How do they
do it? I could barely speak to them when I met
them. I never knew what to say to them. I don’t

‘YOU THINK THAT
EVERYTHING IS
GOING TO BE OKAY,
THAT’S THE ONLY
WAY YOU CAN GET
THROUGH IT’
think we ever really visited John at his home
because we didn’t really know what to say. We
just felt so overcome with emotion.
“I thought it was ironic when Pat got sick
then. Now I knew. You’re positive because you
think everything is going to work out. I
remember being at the Cartier awards when Pat
was up there getting his award. I could see
everybody was very emotional. They were all

sitting there thinking ‘Pat is going to die’. But I
said to myself ‘he’s not going to die’. That was
the way I thought. You think that everything is
going to be okay, that’s the only way you can get
through it.
“Obviously we had a great oncologist, and
great doctors, but you feel like you have to try to
do something yourself. Every time I’d read
an article or look into something, the first
thing that was always said about pancreatic
cancer was basically that you are going to
die. And, that only a very small percentage
wouldn’t.
“I used to tell Pat that he was always in that
very small percentage of people who were able
to do things that people couldn’t so you’re going
to be in that percentage again this time. You’re
going to beat the odds. That was the attitude we
always took.
“We had such a lovely time from about March
to early June last year. The weather was lovely,
we bought a little bit of land, a field we had
spoken about buying for a long time, we were
getting that ready. He had come off the
chemotherapy because we could tell it was

F YOU’RE like me, there is one burning
question you want to ask. How is Frances
herself doing?
“We’re fine. We’re doing good,” she
replies. “I did find Royal Ascot tough. That
was always our little holiday together every year
so by Friday I was a bit of a mess. I often find
that if I have to keep myself controlled for a
while, you fall in a hole at the end of it. But, no,
we’re good. The kids are great. They keep you
busy. They make sure you’re occupied and
distracted.
“You do have days when you’re not okay, but I
find there’s a lot happening. Last week we went
to Ruby [Walsh] and Gillian’s for a little
get-together for Royal Ascot, just like last year.
Pat was with us last year and it was the last time
people saw him. He was starting to not feel
great, but he had a great day.
“Last Sunday I was getting lots of messages.
Stuff like ‘thinking of Pat today’, ‘thinking of you
all today’. All that kind of stuff. I said to Fiona
[Craig, her friend]: ‘why on earth is everyone
thinking of us today?’ I had been busy and
hadn’t really had time to look at my phone or
anything. I knew Father’s Day was coming up
but I tried to put it out of my mind. Hannah got
up and she was upset. I couldn’t understand
what was wrong with her. She went off for a
drive to get some sausage rolls for everyone for
breakfast. She was gone for two hours and I was
like ‘where on earth is she getting these sausage
rolls?’ She eventually came home and I followed
her up to her room and asked ‘why are people
texting me?’ ‘What is today?’ She told me then
and I said ‘oh, God.’ Because my dad [Joe
Crowley] died in March as well.
“It’s funny though, on days like Father’s Day I
could be absolutely fine. It’s days that are
absolutely nothing when you could find yourself
being a mess. It’s just the way it is. I say a mess,
but I would just be very sad and nobody would
see me like that.
“I have brilliant friends and family. Pat’s
family and my own family – sure I have five
sisters – have been great. Even though we’ve
been living in a Covid world I have never felt
alone.”
And the future?
“I try not to think about the future. I try not to
think about the past too much either. I just focus
on the present. As regards the future, I obviously
have the kids and a beautiful farm I would like
to build up. That’s Pat’s legacy. I’d like to have a
small band of broodmares and breed some
nice racehorses. But I try not to think too far
ahead.”
Living in the present is working just fine for
Frances Crowley. She’s an inspiration to each
and every one of us.
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INTERVIEW MICHAEL AND EDDIE O’LEARY

‘It’s as close as fat old
middle-aged men get
to playing in the
Premier League’
David Jennings gets
a rare chat with
the biggest
owners in
Irish jump
racing

I

T’S just edged past half eight,
darkness diluting ever so
slowly on a damp December
morning, and they’re arguing
over Abacadabras.
“I suspect he’ll always find a way to
lose,” says Michael O’Leary of the
second favourite for the Champion
Hurdle.
“He always finds a way to win too,”
counters brother Eddie, with a wink
fired in my direction before adding:
“The Champion Hurdle will be made
for him. He’ll come late. Everyone
was saying how unlucky Saint Roi was
in the Morgiana but sure we stopped
when we hit the front. He’d loads left.”
Michael bites back: “I don’t know
what you’re talking about Saint Roi
for, sure Henry’s horse [Aspire Tower]
kicked him [Abacadabras] out of the
way at Down Royal. Look, I just don’t
think he’s up to Champion Hurdle
class. I really don’t. If he wins it, great.
If he doesn’t, he will go off novice
chasing next season.”
The good news for any
Abacadabras fans out there is that
Michael’s last bet was a loser.
“I’ve only had two bets in my life,”
he says. “I had fifty quid on Tuco
when he won the Land Rover Bumper
at Fairyhouse and, don’t ask me why,
but I collectively had about three or
four grand on War Of Attrition to win
the Supreme Novices’ at prices
between 33-1 and 50-1. Of course he
had to go and get chinned by Brave
Inca.”
That was 2004. The foundations for
the Gigginstown empire were only
being dug. The aforementioned War
Of Attrition did most of the
blockwork, the painting and
decorating too, while the likes of
Mossbank, Inexorable and One Cool
Cookie helped out with the

landscaping and any odd jobs that
needed doing around the place.
Sixteen years and 101 Grade 1 wins
later and the behemoth Gigginstown
has become is being dismantled,
brick by brick. It will be six or seven
years before it ceases operating and
there will be plenty of time to add to
the 315 Graded victories, three Grand
Nationals, four Irish Grand Nationals
and two Gold Cups, but Eddie is no
longer doing what Eddie does best.
He has stopped buying horses.
“It’s been difficult for him,” pipes
up Michael, in that higher-pitched
tone that tends to precede some kind
of taunt. “I used to get all the girls
growing up because he was so ugly. I
got all the looks, the brains and the
talent. I don’t know what he got! To
be fair, he can buy and sell horses to
give him his dues.
“I wouldn’t have got into racing in
the first place but for Eddie. I
certainly wouldn’t have put any
money into it but for him. He’s been
the brains of the operation for the
entire 20 years. I would just about
know one end of a horse from the
other, but I’m no judge of a horse. You
look at his record, and the horses he
has bought us in the last 20 years, it’s
been remarkable. He’s a genius. I’m
very fortunate to be related to
someone who is as ugly, but as
brilliant, as he is.”
We are wrapped around Eddie’s
kitchen table in County Westmeath, a
big pot of tea plonked in the middle
of us. The tape recorder could go up
in flames at any moment; it’s not used
to such outlandish opinions. That
said, in this modern era where
minding one’s Ps and Qs has become
more important than minding one’s
own children there is something
strangely liberating about the oldschool dialect that Michael and Eddie
still speak.
“It couldn’t have been any f***ing
s****er if we tried,” says Michael,
Ryanair CEO, of 2020. “We grounded
the airlines in March, thinking this
thing would last two or three months.
“As for racing, we haven’t
necessarily managed the reopening of
things well, but HRI and the
racecourses have done a remarkable
job to get racing back on. I’d be
critical of NPHET [Ireland’s National

‘I’m very fortunate
to be related to
someone as ugly, but
as brilliant, as he is’
Michael
‘If we get a winner at
Cheltenham I say
thank f*** for that. It’s
not even a thrill, it’s
more of a relief ’ Eddie
‘They say no-drama
Obama, well in
racing it’s no-drama
Jack [Kennedy]’
Michael
‘Because Red Rum
won three there is a
natural narrative
that Tiger will win
three. He f***ing won’t
win three’ Michael
‘When Davy [Russell]
used to hit 10st 7lb he
didn’t know what
day of the week it was
nearly, so it would
take a month to get
him back right’
Eddie
‘We had about a
dozen trainers at one
stage, but some of
them wouldn’t even
get out of bed in the
mornings’ Michael

Public Health Emergency Team]. The
ban on people going racing in an
outdoor setting is nonsense. The
vaccine is here, though, so I’d be very
hopeful by next March we might start
getting back to normal.
“I’m not sure you could have had
crowds in the middle of last summer,
but certainly in the autumn you
could, and should, have had crowds.
Racing takes place in an outdoor
setting and I see no issue with
allowing limited crowds back into the
racetrack. The damage that could be
done to the racetracks is
unimaginable. What does
Leopardstown lose this Christmas?
“Leopardstown, Punchestown,
Fairyhouse, Galway – the big festivals
– it’s going to take a number of years
for those places to recover from this.
The smaller tracks, like the
Kilbeggans of this world, can survive
on TV rights money.
“Owners are going to struggle to
come into the sport unless you can
maintain prize-money and, without
crowds, you don’t bring along the
new owners. Where does the next
generation of Noel and Valerie Moran
come from? Where is the next
Cheveley Park going to appear from?”
It seems the right time to wonder if
Michael might regret his decision to
get out of the game.
“I don’t mean this the wrong way,
but I wish we were already out of it
now,” arrives the reply.
“When I started this I was 40 years
of age, single and had no kids. I had
made a load of money and I needed
something to do at the weekends.
We’ve had an incredible run.
“My Saturday morning now
consists of rugby. I’m the coach, or
maybe water carrier would be a better
description, for the under-11s. I do
Thursday evenings and Saturday
mornings with them. Then the other
two kids at home have rugby, violin,
musical theatre, swimming and all
sorts of other stuff on.
“When you can’t go racing, there’s
no point. I’ve had a great run and we
had a fantastic time. Whatever it has
cost me, it has paid me back ten-fold.
On my death bed I will remember
War Of Attrition winning the Gold
Cup, and Don Cossack. Rule The
World and Tiger Roll winning Grand

Michael (left) and Eddie O’Leary
celebrate another Cheltenham
Festival success

Nationals. If it had cost me twice or
three times what it has actually cost
me, it would still be worth it. We
haven’t won a Champion Hurdle yet
and I don’t think we ever will, but I
didn’t get into the game to win a
Champion Hurdle.”
And, what will they miss most?
Cheltenham, of course.
“Our entire year is built around
Cheltenham. It’s sad to say, but that’s
the way it is,” admits Eddie. “If we get
a winner at Cheltenham, one winner,
I say ‘thank f*** for that’. Our entire
year is defined by Cheltenham. It’s
not even a thrill, it’s more of a relief if
we do get a winner.”

M

ICHAEL explains
why: “It’s a
phenomenal
destination. To walk
back into the
winner’s enclosure at Cheltenham is
as close as fat, old, middle-aged men
get to playing in the Premier League.
The experience of the four days there
is unbelievable.”
We move on to jockeys; this could
be a touchy subject.
It is put to them that they might
have dropped Davy Russell as their
number one a little sooner than they
should have done.
“No. If anything, we got rid of him
too late,” replies Michael. “He
deserved a kick up the a*** at the
time. He was riding the best horses in
the country and he would show up at
some festival and waste himself away
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to ride in some race for Charles
Byrnes.”
Eddie takes over: “Whenever Davy
would hit 10st 7lb, the whole world
would fall apart. So we had an
agreement that he would never ride
below 10st 10lb. When he used to hit
10st 7lb he didn’t know what day of
the week it was nearly, so it would
take a month to get him back right.
The weight thing was always the
bugbear with us.”
Michael agrees: “He would get
down to 10st 7lb to ride something for
Charles Byrnes at Leopardstown and
his head would be melted. And, to be
fair to him, the one thing that has
transformed him in the last couple of
years is that he can manage his
weight. He’s not wasting away; he’s
not melting his head trying to get
down to 10st 6lb or 7lb or any of that
bulls*** and he’s far the better jockey
and far the better person for it.”
Eddie adds: “The Davy not doing
light is a fantastic fella and he had
been riding better than he ever has.”
Without even being prompted,
Michael picks his preferred team.
“If I had my choice, Jack [Kennedy]
would be our number one and Davy
would be our number two.”
They both see something in
Kennedy.
“He’s different, just different,”
explains Eddie.
Michael expands: “He’s on a
terrible run of injuries, but he
bounces back every time. They say
no-drama Obama, well in racing it’s
no-drama Jack. Everybody has
different personalities, but he’s very
good at what he does. A terrific talent.
Rachael [Blackmore] is brilliant too. If

anything, Eddie has made her career.”
Eddie disagrees: “Rachael is
brilliant. All we do is open doors –
she’s the one who has to go through
them.”
They have opened doors for
trainers too, although are not afraid
to slam them shut if the results are
not up to scratch.
Eddie says: “The Gigginstown
model was always to give a trainer a
couple of horses and, if they worked,
give them a couple more. Success
breeds success.
“We came across Gordon [Elliott]
very early in his training career and
he was showing signs that there was
something there. He had ability; he
definitely had ability, but he was just
a bit rough around the edges. He took
over the mantle of our main trainer
very quickly, because success bred
success.”
Michael adds: “When I got involved
originally, all I wanted was winners
and the thing about Gordon was that
he could win a race with any horse.
He’d take it to Ayr or anywhere. He
learned from Martin Pipe. He would
keep his owners in the best company
but his horses in the worst. He would
just produce winners.
“We had about a dozen trainers at
one stage, but some of them wouldn’t
even get out of bed in the mornings.
The only two trainers we didn’t have
to call to remind them to enter horses
in races were Willie and Gordon.
They always had everything covered.
The rest of them; you could ring them
up saying there was a Grade 3 coming
up at Thurles in ten days’ time and
they’d be umming and ahhing. They
wouldn’t have had a clue it was on. I

could never fathom why some of the
trainers we were using did not even
enter our horses in Graded races. I
have no interest in handicaps; it’s
Graded or Listed races. If you’ve an
entry, you’ve an option.”

W

AS it hard taking
horses away from
anyone? “Oh,
Mouse [Morris],”
replies Eddie in an
instant. “No,” says Michael.
He elaborates: “We had great times
with Mouse, and Paul Nolan as well.
When we took the horses away from
them they had gone through one,
two, three years of not delivering. It’s
very hard when you have five horses
with one fella and he wins nothing
and you’ve a different five with a fella
down the road in Meath who has won
15 races with those five. What do you
do with the five horses? You move
them to the trainer who is winning
races.”
Of course you do. This, after all, is
the same Gordon Elliott who gave
them two Grand Nationals with a
horse who was supposed to be too
small to see over the fences at
Aintree, never mind jump them all
impeccably. Imagine Juninho
jumping above Virgil van Dijk to win
a header, or Michael D Higgins
bossing a game of basketball. Tiger
Roll has been doing extraordinary
things, but have we seen his last
magic trick? Has his hat run out of
rabbits?
“It could be it,” admits Michael.
“We’re not going to abuse him
anyway. He’s ridiculously high in the
handicap. If he never runs again, it

doesn’t matter. If he never wins again,
it doesn’t matter. We want to mind
him now.
“He got buzzed up the last day and
he was carrying a lot of weight. He’s a
small horse. He attracts a narrative
that he’s Arkle. He’s a small horse
who jumps the Aintree fences well
and it’s as simple as that. He can’t
carry weight. If his next run isn’t
great, then we will have to consider
retirement.
“It’s probably 50-50 whether he
runs in next year’s Grand National.
He certainly won’t run off top weight.
The problem with Tiger Roll is that no
horse has won two of these since Red
Rum in the 70s and because Red Rum
won three there is a natural narrative
that Tiger will win three. He f***ing
won’t win three. Red Rum didn’t win
his on his third try, or his fourth, he
won it again on his fifth try because
his weight had come back down.
“He’s won two Grand Nationals and
he’s my children’s favourite horse. I
wouldn’t want anything to happen to
him. He doesn’t ever have to run
again or win again. He’ll run in the
cross-country and Easysland will kick
him out of the way and that will
probably be it.
“Funnily enough, retirement in
Cheltenham wouldn’t be the worst
conclusion in the world; as long as
there was a crowd there. He’s won five
times around Cheltenham and, in
many ways, it would be a more fitting
place to retire him than Aintree.”
Have we time for a quick word on
some other horses? We do.
Samcro: “I didn’t like the early
hype, although he did live up to it
until his second season over hurdles,”

The ones that got
away . . .
“There are two horses I was the
under-bidder on that I will regret
forever,” admits Eddie. “Envoi
Allen is one, the other is Altior.
“Envoi Allen was by Muhtathir
and Muhtathir was a middledistance horse in France, who was
20 years old at the time and had
never had a jumper. How did that
happen? ‘They obviously can’t
jump,’ I said to myself. I went 410,
Cheveley Park went 420.
“Altior (below) was early in the
Land Rover sale, a beautiful horse
by High Chaparral. At 60 grand I
just said to myself that he was Flatet him
bred so I let
go, but I
he
loved th
horse.”

stresses
Michael. “I’m
Im
convinced that he’s never been quite
right since the fall he had at
Punchestown, when he nearly killed
himself. I might be wrong, but he’s
never been the same horse since that
fall.”
Eddie thinks you could see
something different from Samcro in
the Savills Chase on Monday. “I was
very nervous before the Marsh last
year because he had a wind op before
it and I knew that if it worked, he’d
win because there is no horse like
him. He booted the second-last and
still picked up again. I think he’s
made for three miles.”
Delta Work: “Once we can keep
Jack fit for Delta Work and ride him
on the outside he’ll be fine. He’ll run
in the Savills too. We’re never afraid
to run two of ours against each other,”
says Michael.
We squeeze in the solution to the
cocaine problem among jockeys.
Michael says: “There is a simple
solution to that: do hair tests. We run
an airline, we test our pilots and
cabin crew on a regular basis and if
anybody fails that test they’re out. It
should be the same with jockeys.”
How about Jim Bolger’s claims that
drugs cheats are the number one
problem in Irish racing and that it is
no longer a level playing field among
trainers?
Eddie replies: “Jim is a brilliant
man but, if he has something to say,
then say it. Don’t slander our
industry. If he has something to say,
come out and say it. Don’t just
muddy the waters.”
The biggest challenge for racing?
“Not getting owners back in,” says
Michael. “Ireland has been spoilt with
owners for the last ten years. Between
myself, JP and Rich [Ricci], we really
have been spoilt rotten. All the best
horses have been here. The time will
come when Ireland will have only one
or two winners at Cheltenham again
and we will look back at this period
and realise how lucky we were.”
It might only be then that we will
realise how lucky we were the
O’Leary brothers came along when
they did. You might not agree with
them, but you cannot disagree they
have contributed handsomely to this
great sport of ours. We’ll miss them
when they’re gone.
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McCoy v Walsh: the
mismatch between
ITV’s two star signings

I

T WAS, of course, tongue in
cheek but there were some
home truths in there too.
“Sadly, Sir Anthony,
somebody some day is going
to ride more winners than you.
Maybe that’s why you’re happy
Richard Johnson retired. And,
somebody some day will ride more
winners than me at Cheltenham.
That is what happens in life. Time
moves on.”
During a tetchy opening exchange
to ITV’s coverage at Aintree on
Thursday, Ruby Walsh was reacting
to AP McCoy ridiculing the
suggestion that Tiger Roll should
ever be compared to Red Rum.
“No disrespect to Tiger Roll,”
McCoy said, before disrespecting
Tiger Roll. “He’s a brilliant horse,
but to be compared to Red Rum. Are
you joking? Red Rum went around
in five Grand Nationals. He won
three and was second twice when
you couldn’t even get around in the
Grand National.
“It would be good for the race for
him to be in it, but for him to win it
and be compared to Red Rum, I
don’t think it would be fair. It’s not
Tiger Roll’s fault, but it’s a
completely different challenge from
what it was ten years ago. And,
certainly a completely different
challenge to 40 years ago when Red
Rum was running. It would have
been nice to see him here, but
would I have liked to have seen him
winning it? Not really.”
McCoy seems to be stuck in the
past. He still wants to be the best
jockey of all time. Walsh wants to be
the best racing pundit of all time. He
has moved on. That is the big
difference between the pair in their
post-riding arena.
McCoy was harking back to Red
Rum, while Walsh was providing
some current context on Tiger Roll.
“Tiger Roll could have been here
[in the Grand National],” Walsh said.

DAVID JENNINGS
INGS
The Sunday
column
“All Gigginstown had to do was run
him in the Irish Gold Cup on the
seventh of February. The
handicapper would have had a
chance to reassess him before the
weights were issued on the 12th and
they might have got what they
consider to be a fair crack of the
whip. It was in their hands. They
chose to run him in the Boyne
Hurdle on the 21st of February
instead. There is no point crying
over milk that has been spilt.”
It goes without saying McCoy was
a wonderful jockey, but he is not yet
a wonderful pundit. To be a
wonderful jockey he had to work
hard and to be a wonderful pundit
he is going to have to work hard too.
It was never a natural fit for him.
In the immediate aftermath of the
Aintree Hurdle, McCoy said of Jason
The Militant’s exit: “I think Rachael
Blackmore will be wattching
tonight and saying to
dn’t
herself that she would
mind another go at
riding him. It looked

‘You get the
impression
Walsh enjoyss
his new job a
lot more than
McCoy does’

like she kind of fell off him a little
bit.” He went on to compare it to
being in a car and jamming on the
brakes.
Walsh analysed the same incident
a few minutes later. “When we pick
it up from the overhead, look at her
left leg. Watch as he jinks, the horse
goes right and her body weight goes
left. Everything is outside her knee.
She’s sitting in mid-air and she’s lost
her balance. There is not a jockey
with a licence who wouldn’t be
angry with themselves after that
happening to you, but when a horse
jinks and your body weight goes
outside your leg, you have no way of
staying on.”
Even more intriguing was Walsh’s
analysis on the climax of the contest,
explaining how the riderless Jason
The Militant turned from foe to
friend for Jack Kennedy up the
home straig
h
ight and allowed
Abacad
dabras to have
som
mething to aim at. He
pu
ut us in Jack’s seat.
Walsh, you see, has
a vision. He wants
raacing punditry to
e
evolve.
He wants to
put us in the saddle,
to see what he saw in
racees.
“Peo
ople only want to
know whatt to back in the next
race and what’s going to win. I want
to change that,” he told me in an
interview back in February.
“I want to explain tactics. Explain

Letters to the editor
Back our man Brian, the
champion of the north
I HAVE composed a short poem about
Brian Hughes, the champion jockey,
and his battle to regain his crown.
I know a lad called Brian, he is a
northern lad
Came over from olde Ireland of that
I’m oh so glad
When he was just a boy
He wanted to be like the great
AP McCoy

He’s grafted very steadily in his own
calm and studious way
His time not being frivolous or spent at
any play
Till finally his dreams came true
But alas no horns or trumpets blew
Twas the year of Covid and the racing
was askew
The golden crown was won and
Brian’s full of glee
But the crowds were missing, oh deary,
deary me
But now the year is drawing to its end

how horses jump and the way
horses are ridden so that more
people can understand what’s
happening during a race. I want to
enhance their interest in the sport,
not just in gambling, but in what
they’re actually watching.”
You get the impression Walsh
enjoys his new job a lot more than
McCoy does. He wants to be there;
he wants to make his voice heard; he
wants to make a difference. That
passion translates to our television
screens. He is operating at a level
above and beyond anything that has
been done before.
McCoy spent his previous career
doing something similar. Whether
he wants to do the same with his
new one only time will tell.

Excited to see La Barrosa
back in action

You might find yourself in a bit of a
tizzy this week as Britain’s home of
Flat racing and home of jump racing
dovetail deliciously on the same
afternoons. Confusing but
captivating at the same time.
The Craven meeting at
Newmarket clashes with some
quality end-of-season National Hunt
stuff at Cheltenham and the horse I
am most excited about seeing is La
Barrosa.
He is entered in both the Free
Handicap on Wednesday and the
Craven on Thursday and I’ll be on
him no matter where he turns up.
There was plenty to like about the
way he got the job done in an Ascot
maiden on debut and, when he got
himself out of trouble to win in the
Group 3 Tattersalls Stakes he
instantly struck me as a Classic
contender.
You can surely put a line through
his tame effort in the Criterium
International at Saint-Cloud on
bottomless ground, and expect him
to start his campaign with a bang for
Charlie Appleby and Godolphin.

Email editor@racingpost.com
And danger lurks around every
bend
The crown is there to be won or lost
And at such a cost
The north and south divide is for real
So don’t listen to their spiel
I urge this from my open mouth
Don’t let this crown leave north for
south
To all of those who can
I beg you please to back this epic
northern man.
Carol Atkinson
Barnard Castle, County Durham

He was a true rock
I SWITCHED on the T V to watch
Aintree on Friday when I saw the
n e w s o f P r i n c e P h i l i p’s d e a t h .
Who won the next race became
unimportant.
I have loved the Queen all my life.
She and Philip have been rocks for the
nation. I and racing, which the Queen
loves so much, are grieving for her at
this sad time.
Mary Gliddon
Beaworthy, Devon

POSTCARD
FROM
LAMBOURN

James
Burn

May the month
for Henderson
to blood youth

A

FOOTNOTE of the
Cheltenham Festival was
the lack of runners Nicky
Henderson had in the
novice hurdles, which
numbered the same as me; zero.
“Typical Henderson”, the doubters
might have grunted, “didn’t wanna
run ‘em.”
A case for the defence may be
found rewinding the clock 12 months
to when Britain and its sport were in
full lockdown and a host of babies at
Seven Barrows were being sent away
for early summer holidays.
Did that matter? They had all of the
core jumps season to prep for March,
after all.
Henderson said it was a “blessing
in disguise” dual bumper winner
Doddiethegreat – weak last spring –
did not run, but what if he could
have?
Get some crucial experience in a
low-key bumper – perhaps even win
it – and then return for hurdling in the
autumn, and, given the promise
Doddiethegreat has shown, maybe
Kenny Alexander might have had
another festival contender on his
hands and the stable a Supreme or
Ballymore representative.
Firestep, I Am Maximus, Mot A Mot
and No Ordinary Joe were among
others in that boat and it will be
interesting to see what the spring
brings for Henderson.
He has won minor races in May
with Vyta Du Roc and Ok Corral in
recent years before they went on to
make the frame in Cheltenham
novice hurdles the following
March.
The educational benefit of winning
maiden and novice hurdles in May
2018 was not lost on Champ, while a
certain Altior made a successful
debut in that month four years earlier.
We all know how many youngsters
the six-time champion trainer was
able to field last May.
In the four Mays before Covid-19,
Henderson posted healthy strikerates of 30, 39, 26 and 31 per cent and
while many of his senior string will
enjoy bouncing off the spring ground,
closer inspection reveals how he uses
the month with inexperienced
horses.
Since 1988, the 70-year-old has won
233 races in May and 178 of those
were in maiden, novice, beginner and
bumper events.
He was chuffed pricey point-topoint recruit Jonbon was able to enjoy
a run in a Newbury bumper two
weeks ago before his summer break –
something the class of last term never
had the chance to do.
It has not been the smoothest of
campaigns for the Lambourn icon,
but the force may be with him again
soon.

